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Vision is riddled with ambiguities. Our visual system has made up its mind about most of them, but some remain ambiguous to some degree and allow us to study the processes that help us resolve them.
Depth ambiguity
Biological motion point-light displays and stick-figures are ambiguous with respect to their depth and afford two different interpretations --both of them being consistent with the familiar shape of a human body. However this consistency requires the reversal in perceived depth to be accompanied by switches in other properties: 
VSS 2010
We found the facing bias to much stronger in members of the lab as compared to naïve observers:
Stimuli
• Biological motion stick figures
General Design
• 30 participants, 1st year students, no exposure to BM • Test session I in November, test session II in February • 8 familiarization sessions between the two tests, one per week
Test session
• Task: 
